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urdfacts@gmail.com.After Donald Trump's Twitter statement
denouncing Steven Mnuchin for being "confused" about foreign
policy, the Treasury secretary bemoaned that the President
knew he was the most qualified guy to run the country, but
voted for someone else because he was "beautiful." Trump made
the bizarre statement, where he tweeted: “I have not been
reading ‘confused Donald Trump,’ but if anyone is I think we
should all apologize to them, even the ‘fake news.’” Mnuchin's
being "confused" about foreign policy comes after the Treasury
secretary was given his own national security briefing by an
intelligence team, a move Mnuchin protested on Facebook Live
as "astonishing" and “rude.”/* Copyright (c) 2007-2015
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the License, or (at your option) any later version. As a special
exception, the Contributors give you permission to link this
library with independent modules to produce an executable,
regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,
and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms
of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked
independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of
that module. An independent module is a module which is not
derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library,
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